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INNOVATIONS IN ACHIEVING SUSTAINABLE ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE UNDER INCOME 

INEQUALITY 
 

Abstract. The negative effect of income inequality on economic growth represents a topic that constitutes a broad 
topic of research in the standard economic theory. One of the immediate consequences of income inequality is 
diminished consumption. Many «poor» customers cannot provide sufficient demand for the producers, causing 
overproduction that might lead to an economic crisis. It constitutes a problem because sustainable economic 
performance needs to be achieved under the conditions of income inequality. Reducing social and economic inequality 
in countries is an essential step towards ensuring that no one is left behind. It is also part of the 10th Sustainable 
Development Goal aimed to reduce it by 2030. Inequality is based on the income distribution between the top 1% and 
the bottom 99% of households in any given country. The degree of inequality could play a beneficial role if it is driven 
by market forces and is associated with incentives to increase growth. In developing and emerging countries, greater 
equality and improvements in living standards are needed to enable populations to flourish. Inequality reduction is 
one of the most critical steps a government could take to improve the well-being of its population. The income 
inequality growth increases human capital in poor countries and reduces it in high and middle-income countries. In 
poorer countries, it increases them, but in higher – and middle-income countries, it reduces them. Income inequality 
could be reduced by improving human capital and general skill levels, correcting labor-market policies, and making 
better use of financial services. In turn, sustainable economic growth could reverse the negative effects of inequality, 
reducing the need for high-wage and higher-earning households. Thus, it provides higher economic growth. This 
paper discusses three ways to circumvent the impact of decreasing consumption on economic growth adopted in 
developing economies over the last fifty years, such as increasing exports, providing loans for consumption, and 
printing new money. The findings showed that none of these methods seem to be sustainable in the long run. Thus 
novel and innovative mechanisms that would allow our economy to reduce inequality are necessary and need to be 
put into place. 

Keywords: income inequality, innovations, economic growth, sustainable management. 
 
 
Introduction. The effect of income inequality on economic growth was well understood in economic 

theory from Kalecki (Kalecki, 1942; Kalecki, 1971) to the times of Keynes (1936) through Kuznets (1955). 
In economic modeling and modeled by Rowthorn (1982) for a closed economy, inequality reduces 
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aggregate demand and, subsequently, consumption. The detrimental effect of inequality on growth was 
also confirmed by (Bertola, 1993; Alesina and Rodrik, 1994; Persson and Tabellini, 1991; Benabou, 1996; 
Perotti, 1996). In democratic societies, a significant inequality makes voters vote for higher taxation of the 
rich, which reduces the incentive to invest in the short run and leads to a reduction in economic growth in 
the long run. If the worse comes to worst, excessive inequality may cause political instability and social 
unrest (Alesina and Perotti, 1996; Keefer and Knack, 2002). On the surface, that might seem sensible, but 
finding evidence of his support is far from easy. It is essential to know that there is a relatively large middle 
class. That income development for the lower- and upper-income strata has driven inequality in this part 
of the distribution relatively more strongly (Philips et al., 2020; Schettino et al., 2021). 

This paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents the concise literature review on income 
inequality and economic growth; section 3 outlines materials and methods and yields the empirical part of 
the paper; section 4 presents the results of the empirical model and features the discussions of these 
results; section 5 provides overall conclusions and implications stemming from this research. 

Literature review. In general terms, higher growth rates accompany the higher income inequality in 
the middle- and upper-income brackets and lower growth in the lower-income brackets (Ota, 2017; Huh 
and Park, 2021). Indeed, inequality in these different parts of our income distribution can affect GDP 
differently (Machacek et al., 2015; Strielkowski and Höschle, 2016; Jafarzadeh and Shuquan, 2019; 
Khoshnava et al., 2019; Gunasinghe et al., 2020; Vasconcelos, 2021). For example, in advanced 
countries, inequalities near the top end could positively affect GDP. In turn, inequalities at or near the 
bottom could negatively affect (Abakumova and Primierova, 2018; Berg et al., 2018; Tridico et al., 2018). 

In many low-inequality countries like, for example, the United States and Germany, the relationship is 
becoming positive (Liao, 2021; Szczepaniak and Geise, 2021). Education is key. Notably, lack of 
investment in education for the poor is the main factor in inequality, which impedes growth (Zhou et al., 
2019; Haini, 2020; Prawoto and Basuki, 2020; Gruzina et al., 2021). The most significant impact on growth 
is simply a widening gap between the top 1% of income earners and the rest of society (Shahrier et al., 
2017; Dogan and Inglesi-Lotz, 2020). So far, the prevailing concern has been that inequality could affect 
estimated outcomes such as life expectancy and happiness (Schneider and Harknett, 2019; Gomez-Lopez 
et al., 2019). For example, one might expect that greater income inequality contributes to greater inequality 
between rich and poor, both in life expectancy and happiness (Mikucka et al., 2017; Kollamparambil, 
2020). Inequality does not boost income either. Herewith, it creates activities that contribute to a decline 
in graduates and university degrees and higher poverty rates (Reynolds et al., 2019; Abduvaliev and 
Bustillo, 2020). On the other hand, economic theory also suggests that inequality could prevent talented 
but less gifted people from accessing opportunities and credit and create instability in the incentive to work 
hard, reducing economic growth (Wisman, 2017; Richters and Richters and Siemoneit, 2019). Growing 
inequality could also create incentives for low-income people to be less willing to invest in health, 
education, and education, thereby holding back economic growth. Inequality can also promote crime by 
fueling frustration with perceived relative disadvantage and blocked opportunities (Palma, 2019; Matallah, 
2020). Grundler and Scheuermeyer (2015) confirmed the empirical, causal, and negative effect of income 
inequality on economic growth on a current panel of harmonized worldwide data. The channels through 
which income inequality affects growth are suggested to be less educated populations and higher fertility 
rates in more unequal countries. The authors concluded redistribution is beneficial for growth in low and 
middle-income countries. 

Nowadays, globalization with state interventions to interest rates brings an opportunity to import the 
demand for goods (for example, from the USA and China). Loosened monetary policy also enables to 
increase current consumption at the expense of future consumption. This appendix aims to discuss 
mechanisms about how income inequality diminishes consumption and aggregate demand even in the 
case the demand is exported from abroad, and the new money is printed, as it happens nowadays.  
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Methodology and research methods. The empirical part of this paper illustrates the development of 
research argumentation via a macroeconomic model of the structure of aggregate expenditures as an 
indicator of GDP. The expenditure way to compute GDP usually relies on the following formula that follows 
below: 

 
𝐺𝐷𝑃	 = 	𝐶	 + 	𝐼	 + 	𝐺	 + 	𝑋            (1) 
 
where 𝐶 – consumption; 𝐼 – investment; 𝐺 – government expenditures; 𝑋 – net export. 

 
For simplifying the reasoning, it was suggested to consider a closed economy with no intertemporal 

transfer of funds (loans), government expenses, or international trade. The GDP of such an economy will 
be composed of just consumption and savings equal to investments. 

 
𝐺𝐷𝑃	 = 	𝐶	 + 	𝐼              (2) 
 
or 

 
𝐺𝐷𝑃	 = 	𝐶𝑎	 + 	𝐶𝑏	 + 	𝐼             (3) 
 
where 𝐶𝑎 is the employees' consumption who receive the only wage; 𝐶𝑏 is the employers' 

consumption who receive wage and capital income. 
 
Here the employees and employers could also be the overpaid and underpaid people. In the case α 

is the proportion of the overall income of the firm paid to employees in the form of wage and the rest (1- 
α) stays with employers in the form of extra profits with they make their incomes: 

 
𝐶𝑎	 = 𝛼 × 𝐶               (4) 
 
𝐶𝑏	 = 	 (1 − 	𝛼) × 𝐶              (5) 

 
Suppose the entrepreneurs reduce (or do not increase proportionally to the firm's profits) the proportion 

of profit paid to employees (α), which means effective reduction wages proportionally to profits. In that 
case, they are left with proportionally more money they could either consume or invest. However, the 
propensity to consume decreases with income (Holman, 2011), so the higher is the income inequality, the 
lower is next period consumption as a percentage of GDP. Lower consumption leads to lower demand for 
goods and services in the next period and lower investment returns. The latter, therefore, decreases the 
next period's real-sector investment as well. If the financial markets are sufficiently developed 
simultaneously, the funds, which otherwise would be invested in the real economy, may be invested in 
financial markets. However, that does not necessarily help the real economy to grow. 

The question of whether investments in financial markets help the real economy is not an easy one. 
The classical economic textbooks view financial markets as a facilitator of economic growth. The 
effectiveness of the distribution of financial resources to the most efficient investments is supposed to 
guarantee the growth of both the capital market and the real economy. However, the financial markets are 
also prone to creating financial bubbles, which, if long-lasting, could effectively divert the funds from the 
real economy. The secondary market of financial instruments does not bring new funds to the real sector. 

Moreover, suppose the price inflation on the secondary market brings higher capital revenues than 
markets of goods and services. In that case, free funds will more likely be invested in financial markets 
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than in real ones. The disadvantage is that the lives of financial bubbles are usually not long. The bubble 
burst when buyers lose confidence in investment instruments or the system starts to lack liquidity. 
However, the first aspect is relative to the other types of investments. If other possibilities to invest are 
even worse (the real economy does not grow), the investors like to stay with their financial investments. 
Thus, there is another loop when people investing in secondary financial markets take the money from 
consumption and investments in the real economy, thus making it unprofitable to invest there. The other 
factor (the eventual lack of liquidity) could be reduced mainly by the loose monetary policy of the central 
bank, which, in the hope to resurrect the real sector, prints new money. Instead of creating high inflation 
on the real market, this new money goes directly to financial markets, making the monetary policy miss 
the original goal (resurrection of the real economy) and avoiding the biggest problem of printing money, 
i.e., inflation on the markets of good and services.  

To sum it up, from an expenditures point of view, an increase in income inequality in the case of a 
closed economy with no intertemporal money transfer (loans) leads to a decrease of next period 
consumption and direct investment to the real sector. However, investments in financial markets are likely 
to grow. However, these investments do not provide the real sector with new investment funds, but rather 
help to increase the prices of existing assets on financial markets and create financial bubbles, if they are 
not directed to purchasing the emissions of new stocks or bonds, but rather to repurchase the existing 
ones. Figure 1 illustrates this process. 

 

 
Figure 1. Monetary creation cycle mechanisms in the financial and banking sector 

Sources: developed by the authors. 
 

Results. In the case of the open economy, allowed loans, and presented government expenditures, 
there are three major ways on how to ensure GDP growth follow from the formula 1 (see (1) above): 

• increased export; 
• increased loans to the domestic or foreign population; 
• increased government expenditures. 
However, most of these methods are short-term, yet they are employed by developed economies 

worldwide.  The first idea to boost demand is increasing export. Here the formula for aggregate demand 
would look like the following (I do not take into account the government expenditures yet as the special 
section will be devoted to the role of the government):  

 
𝐺𝐷𝑃	 = 	𝐶	 + 	𝐼	 + 	𝑋	               (6) 
 
It stands to note that China vastly practiced this idea during the last 30 years. The government re-

oriented its external economic policy from the Soviet Union to the United States, which offered a large 
market for Chinese products. However, this approach requires significant exchange rate regulation. 
Notably, if left floating, the unbalanced current account is likely to lead to the appreciation of Chinese 
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currency, eliminating the comparative advantage of cheap exports. One cannot depreciate the local 
currency forever, as the country gathers a significant amount of foreign currency (or foreign debt 
obligations denominated in foreign currency). If depreciation is conducted via loose monetary policy, the 
country is likely to run significant inflation. Thus, it will wipe out the benefits of cheap exports. 

Similarly, facing the decreasing demand for their products after the last economic crisis in 2007-2009, 
many European countries adopted artificial depreciation policy of their currencies to support export. 
Suppose both of the countries involved in international trade depreciate their currencies by the same 
amounts. In that case, the exchange rate stays the same, and the countries do not receive the expected 
benefits but run the costs of extended risk of inflation. The whole idea of depreciation of one's currency 
may lead to «currency wars», which imply that the short-term benefits of a deprecating country will be 
wiped out by the tendency of the importing country to reply with depreciation as well. Therefore, all in all, 
the depreciation of one's currency does not solve the long-term lack of demand. Another, more stable way 
to boost exports is to look for new markets outside the traditional exporting zones. Undoubtedly, Soviet 
Union was arguably the biggest market that became open to international exports during the last 30 years 
and gave the current extent of globalization. However, after the fall of the Soviet Union, there seem to be 
no new markets with sufficient purchasing power and immediately available for exports. The significant 
population in India and parts of the African continent, who would like to have the products produced in 
other countries in most cases, does not possess sufficient purchasing power. Therefore, they cannot 
efficiently boost the demand for external effects unless given loans to do that, which would be again a 
short-term solution, though practiced.  

Loans themselves represent the next, very obvious but rather short-term, way to boost aggregate 
demand. The beauty of the loans to the general public in boosting consumption is that they can be directed 
to the part of the public which was denoted in the formulas 3, 4, and 5 as employees, and who, supposedly 
would use them to increase consumption of «real» goods and services such as housing or education 
rather than investing the money to the virtual financial projects. However, part of the employees would 
also do that. In the case of the «employers» group, many (but not all) of them have sufficient resources 
for consumption, and they might invest the extra loans to the real economy investment projects (like 
purchasing physical capital) or virtual investment projects (like purchasing stocks, bonds and speculating 
on financial markets). In other words, this money could be effectively directed to the real needs of the 
people if they still have a good credit history, stable jobs, and are willing to borrow. Under the current rule 
of fractional-reserve banking and loose monetary policy of the state, the other advantage of the loans in 
boosting the short-term consumption is abundant money for the loans. Notably, they are created from thin 
air by both the central and the commercial banks (see multiplication effect of commercial banks in Holman 
(2011). The general equilibrium economic model system where saving should be equal to investment for 
the economy to reach equilibrium is far (Krugman et al., 2007; Crosby, 2012). The money available for 
investment (like housing, or education, the latter is the investment to human capital) is not limited to the 
amount of savings of the other part of the population, government or from abroad, but sort-term can be 
simply created. It is also true that the economy is dynamic and may be far from its equilibrium. Thus 
traditional static general equilibrium models are hardly applicable. 

The last but not least way to boost consumption relies on the formerly Keynesian idea to substitute 
reduced private consumption with the government's expenditures. In this case, the whole equation for 
GDP will have the following form, which will take into account all the sources of demand: 

 
𝐺𝐷𝑃	 = 	𝐶	 + 	𝐼	 + 	𝐺	 + 	𝑋            (7) 

 
However, government expenditures require additional funds, which have to be generated by some 

other economic sector. Usually, in the market economy, the government rarely owns factors of production. 
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In general, there are two ways to generate funds for government consumption: to increase taxation or 
borrow money from other economic subjects. The third possible option is to make the Central bank print 
new money to finance government expenses is also discussed below. However, nowadays, the third 
option is not directly applicable to the economies of developed countries as it violated the independence 
of the central bank on the government. Therefore, it stands to leave it for a separate section. There is also 
the third way in case the government controls the central bank. It can just print new money. In the new 
market economy, this way is frowned upon, as supposedly it would cause inflation in the short run and, if 
practiced consistently, hyperinflation in the long run. The historical examples are former Soviet Union 
countries in the 1990th, or the countries like Venezuela, where the government printed new money to 
finance the expenses, support the conclusion of unavoidable hyperinflation. Historically, sovereigns 
tended to finance new wars from the inflated money by reducing the content of gold and silver in coins, 
thus creating additional money. The outcome was also unavoidable inflation. 

 
Table 1. Pathways of circumventing the effect of decreasing consumption on economic growth 

 Poor people category Rich people category 
Savings 
Consumption 
Printing new money 

𝑆𝑝 =	 (1 − 𝛽𝑝) × 𝛼 ×𝑀	
𝐶𝑝 = 	𝛽𝑝 × 𝛼 ×𝑀	

𝛼 ×𝑀 

𝑆𝑟 = 	 (1 − 𝛽𝑟) × (1 − 𝛼) ×𝑀	
𝐶𝑟 = 	𝛽𝑟 × (1 − 𝛼) ×𝑀	

(1 − 𝛼) ×𝑀 
Sources: developed by the authors. 

 
Table 1 shows the pathways how to circumvent the effect of decreasing consumption on economic 

growth comparing two categories of people (rich and poor), with each category having its own ways of 
saving, consuming (or investing), and/or losing the savings, such as, for example, in the case of people 
who accumulate their fortunes quickly but also consume above average and spend them quickly. 

Conclusions. To sum up the obtained results, this paper presented the argumentation and simple 
formalization of arguments for how income inequality may lower aggregate demand, and consequently, 
the returns of capital in the real sector. The case of no significant technological innovation would lower the 
production costs. In turn, the developed speculation on financial markets could divert the capital from real 
sector use to creating financial bubbles. In turn, it would reinforce capital drain. Under these conditions, 
the success of the attempts of the central banks and the governments to restart the economy via financial 
injection is contingent upon which group will get the most of newly printed money. If this money is directed 
to a group denoted in the model as «poor», most of the money would be used for direct consumption. 
Thus, it would increase the overall aggregate demand for real goods and services. If this money would be 
given to the group we denoted as «rich» or to the financial sector directly, most of the money will be 
invested. Under the condition of greater return to capital from financial speculation than real production 
(due to insufficient demand and no technological breakthrough), most of the new money will accelerate 
the financial bubbles with little or no effect on the real economy. However, the financial speculations will 
also prevent inflationary pressures on the markets of real goods and services. The interesting effect occurs 
when the bubble bursts as it extinguishes a significant amount of wealth and helps to start the whole 
process anew. However, the effects on the real sector may be disastrous. The other ways to boost 
aggregate demand for real goods and services initially reduced by income inequality (and many other 
reasons) concerned increasing export via currency devaluation or increasing indebtedness of the 
population (or the state). Historically there are examples of employing both. The classic example of the 
export-oriented increase of aggregate demand is China's economic development over the last 30 years 
after the fall of the Soviet Union. The example of boosting the aggregate demand via credit-financed 
consumption is the development of the USA and many other developed countries where indebtedness of 
the population and the state increased many times.  
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All the ways discussed above are historically applicable, but inherently temporary and potentially 
inflationary or causing substantial bubbles which eventually burst, causing extreme economic turmoil. The 
only permanent possible way to achieve stable economic development as described by the aggregate 
demand formula is to reduce income inequality and/or redirect the investment funds from financial 
speculations to investment to technological development. However, the latter may be more risky and short 
term, would not bring high returns to capital. Therefore, the more active role of the government is 
necessary for both approaches. 
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Чехія  
Інновації для сталого економічного розвитку: вплив нерівності доходів 
Статтю присвячено дослідженню впливу нерівності доходів на стале економічне зростання країни. 

Авторами визначено, що одним із суттєвих наслідків нерівності доходів є скорочення обсягів споживання, адже 
споживачі із низьким рівнем доходу не спроможні забезпечити достатній рівень попиту. Таким чином, виникає 
проблема перевиробництва, яка може спричинити економічну кризу в країні. У статті наголошено, що 
скорочення соціальної та економічної нерівності є суттєвим фактором досягнення сталого економічного 
зростання. При цьому зменшення нерівності всередині країн та між країнами є однією із цілей сталого розвитку 
2030 року. У статті оцінено ступінь економічної нерівності при розподілі доходу між домогосподарствами країн 
від 1% до 99%. Встановлено, що збільшення нерівності спричиняє зростання людського капіталу у країнах із 
низьким рівнем доходів, та зменшення у країнах із середнім та високим рівнем доходів. За результатами 
дослідження встановлено, що для забезпечення добробуту населення у країнах, що розвиваються, необхідним 
є скорочення нерівності. Авторами наголошено, що це може бути досягнуто за рахунок розвитку людського 
капіталу, підвищення кваліфікації трудових ресурсів, удосконалення політики управління людськими 
ресурсами та використання фінансових послуг. У статті виокремлено три методи вирішення проблеми 
скорочення обсягів споживання, а саме: нарощування обсягів експорту, надання позик та додаткова емісія 
грошей. Однак, жоден із цих методів не є стійким у довгостроковій перспективі. Таким чином, необхідним є 
розроблення та впровадження нових інноваційних механізмів управління економічним розвитком країни з 
урахуванням прийнятих індикативних цілей сталого розвитку 2030 р.  

Ключові слова: нерівність доходів, інновації, економічне зростання, стале управління. 
 
 


